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an a lphabetised lis t of bodily things

an alphabetised list of bodily things. 

An all-seeing eye
is just an unhealing wound that is theoretically worth its pain. But I imagine that your view of the world would
become a wound as well. A third eye carved into your forehead would expose every evil, turn kindly gestures bloody
in a ring of red. Wistful memories would turn to grudges, dead weight around your omnipotent eye. And for all that
you’d have knowledge. 

Black lungs 
are a universal truth that cigarette companies put on their boxes. Here are your insides after you’ve sucked the
poison out of a piece of paper, and after a certain number of boxes you just stop seeing it. For some people it’s 50,
for some it’s 14 and some people just never cared. And in spite of all this I’m still enamored with smoking. When my
friend tells me he wants to buy a box of cigarettes on his 18th birthday I’m scared. If we only have one half-open
lung between us, how will I be strong enough to hold him up. 

Bone biopsies
aren’t out-patient procedures. When I was 6 or 7 my legs ached all the time, I could walk and run but I couldn’t
sleep at night, the doctor my parents took me to decided to do a bone biopsy. This is a procedure performed with a
local anesthetic and a single needle that breaks the skin, and then you walk away. But instead they put me to sleep,
made a single, 5 inch, incision, peeled back layers of tissue and muscle, pawed at every nerve ending, excised a
chunk of bone, and stitched the incident closed. 

Cancer,
when I was younger, was incurable. There was no such thing as remission, and no such thing as tumors. And no one
told me otherwise. The woman who taught me most things never taught me about cancer. She taught me how to read
Ladybird books and how to draw hooks on ‘a’s and how to walk on the road, but never about her disease. When
she stopped coming to work I didn’t think she was sick, I don’t remember what I thought. And I don’t think I ever
processed her

death.
I don’t like thinking in terms of decomposition. I like to think in terms of people laying ever-preserved in caskets,
the way they looked when they went into the ground. In actuality, the minute your heart stops you begin dying a
million, cell-level deaths, and you don’t stop until there’s nothing left but a skeleton and some heirlooms. 

Fingertips
pressing into my skin was a sensation I became very accustomed to when I learned the circulatory system in biology.
My teacher would tell us to stick our fingers under our ribs to feel them contract and expand with our breathing. I’d
sit in tests trying to remember what happened when, breathing deeply with my fingers hooked so tightly under my ribs
my skin would welt.

I ate Jesus’ body and blood
the last time I went to church alone. The pastor talked about something I didn’t really retain along the lines of
success with Christ. I watched an iguana make its way across the roof of a convenience store across the road until



then fall to its death. And when I ate the wafer that was the body of Christ; it tasted like nothing. 

Lungs
are just flower pots. Vessels for a thing we believe to be beautiful but is really just sapping life. Home, in Barbados,
everything grows out of the ground, we are unfamiliar with the privileged beauties of lungs. We just know that we
breathe.

Mandarins
are the reason I grow out my finger nails, but I break flesh constantly. I peel back, I scrape and excise, like I’m
making 5 inch scars on a child. 

Open wounds
need stitches immediately, much like the gorey third-eye. Stitch it shut. When I cut myself open as a child I kept it to
myself. I knew what my mother would say. I knew that we were people that stitched it shut.  

Polyamory 
is best-suited to bodies that mesh well with others. For bodies with no sharp shoulders or bony hips or bloody arms,
bodies that don’t stain clothing. And as I bled we fucked each other into oblivion, into filth, like we weren’t all
glowing red. 

Ribs
texture pain. When they pop out, when they crack or break, you feel it, run your hands over your side and imagine it.
So when I write ‘I want to crack my own ribs’ you’ll feel where you are whole and understand where I am not. 

Skin colour,
to many people, is what makes you who you are. It is the reason you have blood cells that go still inside your body,
it is why the car you drive is your car or a car you stole. It is the likelihood that you are out for a jog or running from
a body. I often wonder how I can shed this skin. If I can peel it off.

Strobe lights in stage shows
made me anxious. The girl in my class when I was 9 used to get seizures sometimes. We’d know because she’d miss
school for a couple days, maybe because her parents would just hold her still and in their arms. My teacher, Ms.
Reed, once said that seizures look like a demon is clawing its way out of you, that we all had demons trying to
escape. 

Waves
will swallow you whole if you let them. This is how the sea became some kind of beast to me, when waves became
smiting jaws, and the current an open-throat waiting to drink you down. I fixate on it, on its form, the ways in which
it is all too akin to a greedy human. I used to wonder if it was a creature capable of malice or hate, but now I know
it’s not. It will steal you without discrimination. 

Xenophobia
is what makes someone specify where I’m from before what I do. It gives you a scope through which to see
someone. My friend’s grandfather offers to pay for my food when we go out for chinese food in her hometown. He is
shocked to see me produce a credit card and insist that I pay for myself, as though he expected me to dig in my
overused pockets and pull out a handful of bay leaves that we use as currency. And so I look at my body and
wonder exactly what feels so very foreign, the darker parts of my arms and neck, the way that I say beautiful things
as though I am appropriating them. As though suffering through pain and grace is a thing I must  dig out of a gash on
another body. 

  
       

 



 


